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Abstract

Ž .Motivated by the recent interest in gamma ray embrittlement of nuclear reactor pressure vessels RPVs , calculations
were performed to evaluate aspects of defect production by gammas in iron and steel. In addition to determining
displacement damage cross-sections, the atomic recoil energy dependence of gamma-induced defect production was

Ž .described by integral recoil damage spectra, W T , and their associated median recoil damage energies, T . These latter1r2

characterizations, should be particularly useful in evaluating the contribution of gamma ray generated defects to microstruc-
tural changes causing radiation embrittlement. The results for monoenergetic gammas, as well as for gamma rays with a
spectrum of energies characteristic of a RPV, reveal T values of -100 eV, about three orders of magnitude smaller than1r2

for fast-neutrons, the radiation of primary concern in previous embrittlement studies. The relative contributions of various
gamma interactions to defect production, as well as the role of light alloy element-induced secondary displacement
mechanisms, are also considered.

1. Introduction

Gamma rays have been used extensively to study a
variety of radiation effects in materials susceptible to
ionization damage. The typically high electronic conduc-
tivities of metals and metallic alloys, however, preclude
any appreciable effect from such ionization damage.
Nonetheless, gamma rays can induce atomic displacements
in metals, a fact recognized early in the study of radiation

w xeffects 1 . The highly penetrating nature of gamma rays
has been exploited in experiments measuring changes in
sensitive bulk material properties such as elastic modulus

w xand resistivity of metals and alloys 2,3 .
There is renewed interest in gamma ray damage in

metals, prompted by a need to understand its impact on
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radiation-induced embrittlement of ferritic nuclear reactor
Ž . w xpressure vessel RPV steels 4–9 . While this field has

Žlong been dominated by concerns of fast neutron energies
.)0.1 MeV damage effects, recent studies have indicated

that in certain reactor designs, gamma rays can contribute
Ž .a significant fraction of the displacements per atom dpa

Ž .in RPVs see Table 1 , and thus may figure importantly in
radiation embrittlement. Such analyses however, are com-
plicated by the lack of experimental data on gamma ray
displacement damage cross-sections for Fe and steels,
dictating a reliance on calculations and accompanying
uncertainties.

Aside from accurately determining the magnitude of
displacement damage cross-sections and absolute dpa rates,
evaluating the contribution of gamma rays to embrittle-
ment requires consideration of the nature of gamma ray
defect production relative to that of fast-neutron irradia-
tion. Unlike fast-neutrons, the kinematics of gamma ray
interactions are such that they tend to produce very low-
energy atomic recoils. Molecular dynamic computer simu-
lations have shown that significant differences in nascent
defect production result between low- and high-energy

w xatomic recoils in metals 12,13 . Experimentally, such
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Table 1
Calculated displacement damage rates generated by various sources
at the quarter thickness location of the general electric advanced

Ž .boiling water reactor ABWR

Ž .Displacement damage source Damage rate dpars
y1 3Gamma rays 1.0=10
y13Neutrons 2.0=10
y16Ž .Thermal neutron n, g recoils 3.5=10

w xGamma results take from analysis in Ref. 6 . Neutron results
w xdetermined from SPECTER calculations 10,11 . Entry for ‘neu-

trons’ includes damage from neutrons of all energies.

recoil energy differences are known to have important
consequences on microstructural phenomena such as segre-

w x w xgation 14 and diffusion 15 . Since mechanical properties
are intimately related to material microstructure, under-
standing low energy recoil effects is essential for under-
standing and predicting mechanical property changes due
to gamma rays. Providing a comparative basis for describ-
ing differences in recoil spectra for varying irradiation

Ž .environments e.g., gamma rays versus fast-neutrons
which can be correlated with an effect on microstructural
evolution is therefore desirable.

These differences may be characterized through com-
Ž . w xparison of integral recoil damage spectra, W T 16,17 .

This function, also known as the ‘weighted average’ recoil
spectrum, gives the integral fraction of displacement dam-
age produced by recoils with energies less than or equal to
the primary recoil energy, T. It has a value of zero just
below the minimum threshold displacement energy of a
material, T , and a value of unity at the maximum atomicd

recoil energy, T , produced by a given irradiation. Inmax

part, this function provides a ‘picture’ of the range in
recoil energies over which displacement damage is gener-
ated by the irradiating particles.

Although it would be useful for comparative purposes,
w xas elaborated by previous authors 5,16,17 , no single

parameter completely and uniquely embodies the informa-
Ž .tion present in the function W T . However, one approach

that has been commonly adopted is to characterize the
Ž .W T spectrum by its median recoil damage energy, T .1r2

Ž .This parameter is the recoil energy at which W T s0.5,
i.e., one-half of the displacement damage is produced by
recoils with energies above and below T . As such it1r2

provides a measure of the recoil spectrum ‘hardness’ for a
given irradiation and is thus a useful comparative metric to
help assess experimental results.

In this paper, calculations are presented for damage
cross-sections, integral recoil damage spectra and median
recoil damage energies in iron produced by monoenergetic
gamma rays, as well as a ‘typical’ energy spectrum of
gamma rays present in a RPV; the latter is of particular
interest to radiation embrittlement evaluations. Additional
consideration is given to secondary displacement damage

effects resulting from, for example, carbon recoils in steel.
As a whole, these results provide a basis for interpretation
of experiments evaluating the role of gamma generated
defects in the embrittlement of ferritic steels.

2. Calculations

The integral recoil damage spectrum is defined gener-
ally as

W TŽ .

HEg ,maxf E d E HT ds E , T X rdT X
Õ T X dT XŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .E g g T g gg ,min d

s Eg ,maxH f E s E d EŽ . Ž .E g g g gg ,min

1Ž .

Ž . Žwhere f E s the energy dependent gamma flux, ds E ,g g g
X. XT rdT s the differential cross-section for a gamma of

energy E to produce a recoil atom with energy T X,g

Ž X.Õ T s the damage function, i.e., the average number of
displacements generated by a primary recoil of energy T X,
T s the atomic displacement threshold of the material,d

E s the maximum gamma energy present in the spec-g ,max

trum, E s the minimum gamma energy capable ofg ,min
Ž .inducing a permanent atomic displacement and s E sg g

the total damage cross-section per atom for a gamma ray
of energy E .g

The total damage cross-section is defined as

ds E , T XŽ .Ž . g gT E X Xmax maxs E s Õ T dT , 2Ž . Ž .Ž . H Xg g dTTd

where the integration is performed to the maximum recoil
Ž .energy, T E , which is determined by the nature ofmax max

the gamma interaction as further described below.
Damage cross-section calculations, as defined by Eq.

Ž .2 , have been previously performed for gamma rays by
w x w xOen and Holmes 18 , Dienes and Vineyard 19 , Baumann

w x w x9 and Rehn and Birtcher 4 . The critical distinction
between the present work and these previous damage

Ž . Žcalculations is that the determination of W T and hence
.T in the present study, evaluates the integration in the1r2

Ž .numerator of Eq. 1 at a sufficient number of specific
recoil energies to provide an accurate assessment of its
functional dependence.

Ž .Two simplifications of Eq. 1 are made for use in
subsequent calculations. First, for a monoenergetic gamma
source, integration over the gamma ray energy is elimi-

Ž .nated and W T reduces to

HT ds E , T X rdT X
Õ T X dT XŽ .Ž .Ž .T g gdW T s . 3Ž . Ž .MONO

s EŽ .g g

A second simplification recognizes that calculated or mea-
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sured nuclear reactor gamma flux energy spectra are typi-
cally expressed in discretized forms with constant gamma

Ž .fluxes assigned to gamma energy bins see Fig. 1 . Hence,
Ž .the integration over gamma energy in Eq. 1 may be

discretized to give

W TŽ .SPEC

Ýima x f HT ds E , T X rdT X
Õ T X dT XŽ .Ž .Ž .is1 i T g g , ids , 4Ž .ima xÝ f s EŽ .is1 i g g , i

where f is a constant gamma flux for the ith energy bin,i

of width D E , defined byg

1E q D E X Xg , i g2f 'f E s f E d E . 5Ž .Ž . Ž .Hi g , i g g
1E y D Eg , i g2

In the remainder of the spectral calculations, the energy
bin subscript ‘i’ is omitted for clarity.

2.1. Primary displacement damage

Ž . Ž .Evaluation of W T and s E requires identifyingg g

Ž X. Xthe form of the differential cross-section, ds E , T rdT ,g g

which in turn depends on the mechanism of atomic recoil
production. Gamma rays generate recoils indirectly, pri-
marily through the production of energetic particles which
subsequently displace lattice atoms. The calculations pre-
sented here focus exclusively on those gamma interactions

Ž .generating electrons: the photoelectric effect PE , Comp-
Ž . Ž . w xton scattering CS , and pair production PP 20 . Al-

Ž .though photonuclear reactions such as g , n are capable
of producing damage above gamma threshold energies of
about 11 MeV in iron, the magnitude of displacements
from these interactions are negligible for the energies and

Žfluxes of interest here i.e., gamma energy spectra in
. w xRPVs 5,6 .

Assuming the dimensions of the material are large with
respect to the range of electrons generated via the three

Fig. 1. Discretized gamma ray energy spectrum at the quarter-
1Ž .thickness T location of the advanced boiling water reactor4

Ž . w xABWR pressure vessel 6 .

Ž . Ž .gamma interactions, Eqs. 3 and 4 may be expressed in
more detail as follows. For a monoenergetic gamma source,

ds E , E ds E , EŽ . Ž .E PE g CS gmax ,kW T s qŽ . HMONO d E d EEmin

ds E , EŽ .PP g
q2 s EŽ .Ž g ,PE gd E

y1
qs E qs EŽ . Ž . .g ,CS g g ,PP g

N ds EX , T XŽ .E TA eH HX Xyd E rd x dTE Tmin d

=Õ T X dT X d EX d E, 6Ž . Ž .
and for a discretized gamma ray spectrum,

imax ds E , EŽ .E PE gmax ,kW T s fŽ . HÝSPEC i d EEminis1

ds E , E ds E , EŽ . Ž .CS g PP g
q q2

d E d E

=

imax

f s E qs EŽ . Ž .Ý i g ,PE g g ,CS gž
is1

y1
NE A

qs EŽ . H Xg ,PP g / yd E rd xEmin

ds EX , T XŽ .T e X X X
Õ T dT d E d E, 7Ž . Ž .H XdTTd

Ž .where ds E , E rd Es the differential cross-section fork g

a gamma of energy E to produce an electron of energy Eg

via gamma interaction ‘k’ where ksPE, CS or PP. The
factor of 2 preceding the PP term accounts for the damage
generated by both the positron and electron produced via
this interaction. N s atomic density of the target,A

yd EXrd xs the linear energy loss experienced by an
X Ž X X. Xelectron of energy E , ds E , T rdT s the differentiale

cross-section for an electron of energy EX to produce a
recoil atom of energy T X, E s the minimum electronmin

energy capable of producing a permanent displacement,
E s the maximum electron energy generated viamax,k

gamma interaction ‘k’, where ksPE, CS, PP, and
Ž .s E s the damage cross-sections for each gamma in-g ,k g

teraction ‘k’.
Similarly, the damage cross-section for each ‘k’ inter-

action is expressed more specifically as

ds E , E NŽ .E Ek g Amax ,k
s E s nŽ . H H Xg ,k g d E yd E rd xE Emin min

ds EX , T XŽ .Ž .T E emax max ,kH XdTTd

=Õ T X dT X d EX d E, 8Ž . Ž .
where ns1 for ksPE and CS and ns2 for ksPP
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Žagain, the factor of 2 for PP accounts for damage from
.both the gamma generated positron and electron . The
Ž .total gamma damage cross-section per atom, s E , isg ,k g

simply the sum of the damage cross-sections for the ‘k’
interactions,

s E ss E qs E qs E . 9Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g g g ,PE g g ,CS g g ,PP g

The maximum atomic recoil energy used as an integration
Ž .limit in Eq. 8 is a function of the maximum electron

kinetic energy generated by gamma interaction ‘k’, E ,max,k

and is expressed in relativistic form as

2m E q2m c2
e max ,k e

T E s E , 10Ž .Ž .max max ,k max ,k2ž /M m ce

where m is the mass of the electron, M is the mass of thee

target atom, and m c2 is the rest energy of an electrone
Ž .0.511 MeV . The minimum electron energy, E , whichmin

Ž . Ž .appears as a lower integration limit in the Eqs. 6 – 8 , is
Ž .found by solving Eq. 10 for E after replacing Tmin max

Ž .E with T and E with E .max,k d max,k min
X X Ž . Ž .The integrals over T and E in Eqs. 6 – 8 represent

the average number of displacements produced during the
slowing of each gamma-generated electron of energy E.
Relativistic expressions used in this part of these equations

w xare the same as those used by Oen and Holmes 18 in
their damage cross-section calculations. The McKinley–
Feshbach differential cross-section, which is an approxi-
mate form of the exact Mott series differential cross-sec-

w xtion applicable for targets with ZF29 21,22 , was used
Ž Ž X X. X.for ds E , T rdT . The Bethe–Ashkin relativistic for-e

mula for the average linear energy loss, yd EXrd x, due to
electronic excitation was used with an ionization potential

w xfor Fe of Is336 eV 23 .
The standard modified Kinchin–Pease damage function

w x24 ,

0 T X
-T° d

X1 T FT -2.5Td dX ~Õ T s , 11XŽ . Ž .T
X0.8 T G2.5Td¢ 2Td

was used as well as the standard displacement threshold
w xenergy, T , for Fe of 40 eV 24 . It was further assumedd

that all the recoil energy, T X, contributes to defect produc-
tion, thus ignoring any electronic energy loss by the recoil

atoms. This will tend to overestimate the damage cross-
section but should have a minimal effect on calculated
Ž .W T spectra.
Expressions for the differential cross-sections for the

photoelectric effect, Compton scattering, and pair produc-
Ž . Ž .tion interactions used in Eqs. 6 – 8 are provided in Refs.

w x25–27 , respectively.

2.2. Secondary displacement damage

Light elements in alloys, such as carbon in a RPV steel,
can reduce the lower energy limit for gamma ray damage
production. This phenomenon was observed previously in

w xthe case of electron irradiation of Pt–C alloys 28 . Gamma
rays which do not have sufficient energy to produce an Fe
displacement directly in the steel via the three interactions
described above may instead do so indirectly first through
the displacement of lighter carbon atoms. The recoiling
carbon atoms more effectively transfer energy to the Fe
atoms than the gamma-generated electrons and thus are
kinematically capable of displacing the Fe atoms in cir-
cumstances where the direct electron–Fe interactions can-
not. Hence defects can be generated in an RPV steel below
the threshold gamma energy necessary to produce dis-

Žplacements in pure Fe i.e., secondary displacement dam-
.age .
In order to evaluate the significance of secondary dis-

Žplacements, the total damage cross-section per target
.atom for the process was evaluated for an Fe–1 at.% C

alloy and compared with that determined for the direct
Ž Ž . Ž ..process i.e., essentially as described by Eqs. 8 and 9

in the alloy. For monoenergetic gamma irradiation, the
total secondary displacement damage cross-section per tar-
get atom is defined as

ds E , EŽ .E PE gmax ,ksecs E s fŽ . Hg g C d EEmin ,C

ds E , E ds E , EŽ . Ž .CS g PP g
q q2

d E d E

N ds EX , T XŽ .E TA e Cmax ,CH HX Xyd E rd x dTE T Cmin ,C min ,C

=Õ T X dT X d EX d E, 12Ž .Ž .C C C

Žwith, f s the atom fraction of C in the alloy f s0.01C C
.for Fe–1 at.% C alloy , T s the minimum C recoilmin,C

Table 2
Calculated parameters of interest for gamma ray displacement damage in iron. T is the maximum atomic recoil energy for themax

Ž . Ž . Ž .photoelectric effect PE , Compton scattering CS and pair production PP

Ž . Ž .T eVGamma ray energy Total damage T eVmax 1r2
Ž .cross-section bPE CS PP

y31 MeV 77 56 – 2.7=10 43
3 3 310 MeV 4.2=10 4.0=10 3.4=10 5.9 88

1 3 3 3 aABWR T spectrum 7.0=10 6.7=10 6.0=10 0.8 684

a ² : imax Ž . imaxValues are the spectral-averaged damage cross-sections determined according to: s sÝ f s E rÝ fis1 i g is1 i
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Ž .Fig. 2. a Displacement damage cross sections in Fe for the
Ž . Ž .photoelectric effect PE , Compton scattering CS , pair produc-

Ž . Žtion PP and the total damage cross section sum of all three
.interactions plotted over the energy range of interest for RPVs.

energy capable of displacing an Fe atom, T s themax,C

maximum C recoil energy produced by a gamma-gener-
Žated electron found by substituting the C mass, M , forC

Ž .. Ž X X . XM in Eq. 10 , ds E , T rdT s the differential cross-e C C

section for an electron of energy EX to produce a C recoil
X Ž X .atom of energy T , Õ T s the damage function for CC C C

Žrecoil atoms i.e., the number of Fe displacements pro-
X .duced by a C recoil of energy T and E s theC min,C

minimum electron energy capable of producing a C recoil
Ž .atom of energy T found by solving Eq. 10 for Emin,C min,C

Ž .after replacing M with M , T E with T andC max max,k min,C

E with E .max,k min,C

The value of T is found from the equationmin,C

y1
4MMC

T s T . 13Ž .min ,C d2MqMŽ .C

Ž X .The functional form of the C damage function Õ TC C
w xwas estimated from simulations using the TRIM code 29 .

The total displacementsrion were determined for C ion

Table 3
The effects of the secondary displacement process on damage
cross sections for monoenergetic gamma ray irradiation of an
Fe–1 at.% C alloy. Damage cross-sections consider contributions
from the primary damage process–displacement of an Fe atom by
a gamma-generated electron — as well as the secondary
process–displacement of an Fe atom by a C recoil produced by a
gamma-generated electron

Gamma ray Total gamma damage cross-section
Ž .energy contribution b

primary process secondary process
y3 y41 MeV 2.7=10 4.0=10

y210 MeV 5.8 2.4=10

irradiations of a 0.5 mm thick Fe target with T s40 eV.d

Each simulation was performed for 105 histories, with
incident C ion energies, T X , varied between 103–2=104

C

eV, to span the anticipated range of C recoil energy for
this secondary displacement process. The results could be
fit with a linear function of the form

Õ T X s2.3q4230T X . 14Ž .Ž .C C C

For comparison with the secondary displacement pro-
cess, the total damage cross-section per target atom for the

Ždirect process i.e., Fe displacement by a gamma generated
. Ž . Ž . Ž .electron was found using Eqs. 8 and 9 with Eq. 9

multiplied by a factor of f , the atom fraction of Fe in theFe
Ž .alloy f s0.99 for an Fe–1 at.% C alloy .Fe

Ž .Damage cross-sections and W T spectra were obtained
Ž . Ž . Ž .by numerically integrating Eqs. 6 – 8 and 12 , after

substituting the appropriate formulae, using Mathematica
w xv. 2.2 software 30 . Calculations were performed for

monoenergetic gamma rays of 1 and 10 MeV as well as
for an energy spectrum of gammas determined by previous

w xtransport calculations 6 at the typically referenced, quar-
1Ž .ter-thickness T location of the RPV of the General4

Ž . ŽElectric Advanced Boiling Water Reactor ABWR see
.Fig. 1 .

3. Results

The calculated results for pure Fe are provided in Figs.
2–4 and Tables 2 and 3. Fig. 2 compares the energy
dependence of the calculated damage cross-sections among
the three types of gamma interactions. Fig. 3 displays the

Ž .calculated W T spectra for monoenergetic gamma rays
and the ABWR gamma energy spectrum. The relative
contributions of the three gamma interactions to the inte-
gral recoil damage spectra are schematically illustrated in
Fig. 4. Table 2 summarizes various calculated results for

Ž .Fig. 3. Integral recoil damage spectra, W T , calculated for mo-
1noenergetic gamma rays and the ABWR T gamma energy4

Ž .spectrum see Fig. 1 in Fe.
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Fig. 4. Relative contributions of the three gamma interactions to
Ž .the integral recoil damage spectra for 1 MeV gammas top , 10

Ž .MeV gammas middle , and the ABWR gamma energy spectrum
Ž .bottom .

each of the gamma energies of interest, as well as lists the
maximum atomic recoil energy produced by each of the
three gamma interactions studied. Table 3 gives the results
of secondary displacement calculations for an Fe–1 at.% C
alloy representative of a steel.

4. Discussion

It is clear from the calculated cross-sections shown in
Fig. 2, that damage from CS dominates for most of the

Žgamma energy range of interest in nuclear reactors i.e.,
.E F14 MeV . The PE damage cross-section is typicallyg

2–3 orders of magnitude less than that due to CS; however
they are comparable at very low energies F1 MeV.
Therefore, consideration should be given to the PE in

Žlow-energy gamma ray irradiation environments for ex-
.ample those produced by Co-60 irradiations . At higher

Ž .gamma energies G10 MeV in Fig. 2, damage due to PP
begins to dominate.

The total damage cross-sections calculated in this work
compare favorably with those determined previously
w x4,9,18,19 . For example, considering damage from only

w xCS and PP, Baumann 9 calculated damage cross-sections
of 5.2=10y3 b and 7.6 b for 1 MeV and 10 MeV gamma
rays, respectively. The results of the present work are
somewhat smaller: 2.7=10y3 and 5.9 b for 1 MeV and
10 MeV gammas, respectively. The difference is explained
by the different formulae used to calculate damage from
gamma-generated electrons. Baumann’s work used Oen’s

w xelectron damage cross-section calculation results 22 which
differ from the present work in two significant ways. First,
Oen’s calculation used an unmodified Kinchin–Pease

Ždamage function i.e., it lacked the factor of 0.8 found in
Ž ..Eq. 11 which results in more calculated damage than

those used in this work. Second, Oen’s calculation used
the exact Mott series solution for the differential cross-sec-

Ž X X. Xtion, ds E , T rdT , which will result in about 5%e
Žgreater electron damage and consequently greater gamma

.damage than the McKinley–Feshbach approximation used
w xin the present work 22 .

Similarly, damage cross-section comparisons may be
w xmade with the work of Rehn and Birtcher 4 in which

only displacements from CS were considered. In contrast
to the approach of Baumann and the present calculations,
their work used an experimentally derived expression for
electron displacement damage; i.e., the inner most integra-
tion performed over the atomic recoil energy, T X, in Eqs.
Ž . Ž .6 – 8 was replaced by an empirically obtained function
dependent on electron energy EX. The function used was

w xderived from Cu data 31 and was therefore deemed
representative of a medium-Z metal or alloy such as
ferritic steels. Using their approach, Rehn and Birtcher
determined damage cross-sections of 3.8=10y2 b and 6.6
b for 1 MeV and 10 MeV gamma rays, respectively, which
are again somewhat larger than the values calculated in the

Ž .present study see Table 2 . While for Cu it is obvious that
such an approach is superior to using analytical formulae

Ž X X. X Ž X.for ds E , T rdT , Õ T and T values to determinee d

recoil damage, for Fe it is debatable whether the absolute
magnitudes of the damage cross-sections derived in part
from Cu data are more accurate than the analytical formu-
lae.

The contribution of the secondary displacement process
to the total damage cross-section for an Fe–1 at.% C alloy
is shown in Table 3 for 1 MeV and 10 MeV gamma rays.
For 10 MeV gammas the effect is insignificant. For 1 MeV
gammas the effect is small, but significant, contributing
about 10% of the total displacement damage cross-section.
Hence, consideration should be given to secondary dis-
placement phenomena in low-energy gamma ray irradia-
tion environments.

In the case of a spectrum of gamma energies, such as
Ž .the ABWR spectrum of interest in this work see Fig. 1 ,
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the subthreshold process increases damage production in a
steel by substantially lowering the minimum gamma en-
ergy, E , required to produce an Fe displacement. Theg ,min

presence of C in the Fe alloy decreases E from 0.64 tog ,min

0.30 MeV. However, despite the availability of additional
damage-producing gamma rays, their contribution to the
total defect production is insignificant compared to the
contribution from the high energy gammas also present in
the spectrum. The total damage cross-sections associated
with this low energy gamma flux are orders of magnitude
lower than those of the higher energy gamma rays. Hence,
as was the case for 10 MeV gamma rays, the subthreshold
damage process occurring in steels, for gamma energy
spectra characteristic of RPVs, can be reasonably ignored.

Returning to the consideration of gamma damage ef-
Ž .fects in pure Fe, Fig. 3 shows the calculated W T func-

tions for monoenergetic gamma rays and the ABWR
Ž .gamma spectrum of Fig. 1. Note that the W T curves only

describe the recoil energy dependence of defect production
and, as such, are unaffected by uncertainty in the absolute
magnitude of the damage cross-section as discussed above.

Ž .A general characteristic of the W T curves in Fig. 3 is
that they extend from the threshold displacement energy,
T , to the maximum recoil energy, T , which in all casesd max

Ž .is defined by the T produced by the PE see Table 2 .max

For 1 MeV gammas, displacement damage is generated
Žover a very narrow range of atomic recoil energy 40 eV to

.77 eV . For 10 MeV gammas and the ABWR spectrum,
damage is produced over a considerably wider range of

Žrecoil energies 40 eV to 4.2 keV and 40 eV to 7.0 keV,
.respectively . Values for the median recoil damage energy,

Ž .T , determined from the energy at which W T s0.5,1r2

are given in Table 2. Note that the large fluxes of low
energy gamma rays in the ABWR spectrum result in a
Ž .W T curve that is somewhat ‘softer’, with a smaller T1r2

value, than the 10 MeV gamma rays.

Fig. 5. Spectral contribution of gamma interactions to defect
production rates for the ABWR spectrum shown in Fig. 1. The PE
contributes negligibly to the dpa rate at all gamma energies. The
PP contribution is the difference between the total curve and the
CS curve.

Fig. 6. Median recoil damage energy calculated as a function of
the gamma ray energy.

The fractional contributions of the three gamma interac-
Ž .tions to the total W T curves are displayed in Fig. 4. For
Ž .1 MeV gamma rays top graph in Fig. 4 , about 75% of the

damage is contributed by CS with the PE contributing the
remainder. Note that PP is not operative since the gamma
energy is less than the required 2m c2. For the 10 MeVe

Ž .gamma rays middle graph in Fig. 4 , the contribution
from the PE is negligible with CS and PP contributing
about equally to the damage at this energy. For the ABWR

Ž .gamma spectrum bottom graph in Fig. 4 , CS contributes
about 70%, with PP contributing the remainder. The in-
creased effect of CS in this case, relative to that observed
for 10 MeV gammas, is a result of the large fluxes of
lower energy gamma rays present in the ABWR spectrum
Ž .see Fig. 1 .

In the case of the ABWR, it is of interest to consider
the spectral dpa rate contributions of each of the gamma

Table 4
Comparison of median recoil damage energies, T , and maxi-1r2

mum recoil energies, T , produced by irradiation with various 1max
Ž .MeV particles in Fe. Ion T values determined from W T1r2

curves calculated using a modified version of the TRIM code a

w x Ž .29 . Neutron value determined from a W T curve calculated
using a hard-sphere scattering cross-section. Electron value ob-

Ž .tained from a W T curve calculated using the McKinley–Fesh-
w xbach differential cross section 19,20

Ž . Ž .1 MeV particle T eV T eV1r2 max

Gamma ray 43 77
Electron 49 78
He-ion 2300 250000
Neutron 49000 69 500
Xe-ion 89000 840000

a TRIM calculations performed for one million histories using
˚T s40 eV and an Fe target thickness of 100 A for He-ions andd

˚10 A for Xe-ions. Thicknesses chosen to insure a maximum of
one ion interaction with the target per history simulated.
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1interactions at the T location of the RPV. Fig. 5 shows4

these dpa rate contributions determined using the gamma
flux spectrum from Fig. 1 and the gamma damage cross-
sections from Fig. 2. The PE contributes negligibly to
defect production in this spectrum and can be reasonably
ignored. The contribution of PP in the figure is the differ-
ence between the total dpa rate curve and the CS dpa rate
curve. Above 3 MeV, PP begins to contribute increasingly
to the dpa rate, equaling in magnitude that produced by CS
in the energy range of 7.5–10 MeV, where a large fraction
of the defect production is produced. Clearly, it is neces-
sary to consider PP displacement damage for such RPV
spectra if an accuracy of better than 30% is to be attained.

Ž .In the process of evaluating the ABWR spectral W T
Ž .it was possible to extract W T curves and corresponding

T values for each individual gamma energy bin com-1r2

prising the spectrum. The resulting T values, along1r2

with those for the monoenergetic gamma rays from Table
2, are plotted as a function of gamma ray energy in Fig. 6.
Using this energy dependence, it is possible to provide
practical estimate of the median recoil damage energy for
other discretized gamma ray energy spectra, f . Definingi

Ž .the energy dependence displayed in Fig. 6 as T E , a1r2 g , i
² :spectral-averaged median recoil energy value, T , may1r2

be evaluated as

Ýima x f T EŽ .is1 i 1r2 g , i² :T s . 15Ž .1r2 ima xÝ fis1 i

It is clear from the preceding discussion that gammas
produce a soft recoil damage spectrum. This fact is rein-
forced by Table 4, which compares T values and1r2

maximum recoil energies in Fe produced by various 1
MeV particles, including the gamma ray result obtained in
this calculation. The median recoil damage energy for
gammas, while of a similar magnitude as 1 MeV electrons,
is substantially less than that for all the other particles. The

Ž .Fig. 7. W T spectra determined for gamma ray and neutron flux
1energy spectra at the T location of the ABWR.4

T is about three orders of magnitude less than that for a1r2

1 MeV neutron.
As described in Section 1 it is the comparison with

neutrons which is of particular interest for interpreting the
relative contribution of gamma ray produced defects to the
microstructural evolution causing RPV embrittlement. Fig.

Ž .7 displays the W T spectra for both gamma rays and
1Ž .neutrons of all energies at the T location of the GE4

ABWR. The neutron spectrum was obtained from
1w xSPECTER calculations 10,11 using as input the T neu-4

tron flux energy spectrum. As seen in Fig. 7, the neutron
irradiation produces defects at considerably higher recoil
energies than the gamma rays. The median recoil damage
energy for the ABWR gamma spectrum is three orders of
magnitude less than that for the neutron spectrum consis-
tent with the large difference observed in the monoener-
getic particle comparison above.

5. Conclusions

Damage cross-section calculations show that defect
production by 10 MeV gamma rays, and by gammas with
a spectrum of energies characteristic of RPVs, is caused
primarily by gamma-generated electrons and positrons from
Compton scattering and pair-production. In low-energy
Ž . ŽF1 MeV gamma irradiations similar to Co-60 irradia-

.tions consideration must also be given to defect produc-
tion from the photoelectric effect. Secondary displacement
damage, produced from recoils of light alloy elements such
as carbon in steel, is insignificant in gamma environments
of interest to RPVs but should be considered in low-energy
gamma irradiations.

Ž .Integral recoil damage spectra, W T , in iron indicate
that damage is produced at very low atomic recoil energies
during gamma irradiation, with median recoil damage

Ž .energies, T , typically less than 100 eV. The W T1r2

spectra for gamma rays are considerably ‘softer’ than those
produced by other types of irradiation. This contrast is
particularly notable in comparison with neutron irradiation
where the T values for gamma irradiations of iron are1r2

three orders of magnitude smaller than corresponding neu-
tron values. Recognition of the substantial difference in the
nature of defect production between these two types of
irradiation should prove useful in evaluating and under-
standing the contribution of gamma rays to radiation em-
brittlement of reactor pressure vessel steels.
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